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1 IntroductionStarting with [MT82], [S83], [M85a] and [M85b]there has been a continued e�ort in the lastdecade to understand an intrinsic power of ran-domization in algebraic decision trees (see also[BKL93], [GK93], [GK94] for some more re-cent results). Several algebraic and topologicalmethods which were introduced in proving lowerbounds for deterministic algebraic decision trees(cf. [SY82], [B83], [BLY92], [GKV95], [Y94]),with the exception of [BKL93], and [GK93], werenot yielding lower bounds for the case of ran-domized decision trees. In [M85a] a lower boundhas been stated on the depth or randomized lin-ear decision trees (randomized algebraic decisiontrees of degree 1) for the case of languages being�nte unions of hyperplanes (a gap in the proof ofthe Main Lemma of [M85a] for the generic casewas closed in [GK94]). Our paper provides the�rst lower bounds on the depth of randomized al-gebraic decision trees in the case of the languagesbeing �nite unions of hyperplanes as well as in-tersections of halfspaces. In this case we pro-vide a new method for proving lower bounds alsofor deterministic algebraic decision trees withoutmaking use of Milnor's bound and Betti num-bers of algebraic varieties. As an application wederive randomized lower bounds for a number1



of concrete problems, among others, Knapsack(
(n2) lower bound), and the Element Distinct-ness (
(n logn) lower bound).The paper is organized as follows. Section2 introduces the notation of randomized alge-braic decision and computation trees. Section 3overviews the known results in the area. Sec-tion 4 summarizes our results and applies themfor the number of concrete problems. Section 5gives an outline of the lower bound proof, andSections 6{7 gives the proof of the Main Theo-rem.2 Deterministic and Random-ized Decision Trees.An algebraic decision tree of degree d, a d-DT forinputs (x1; : : : ; xn) 2 IRn is a rooted ternary tree.Its root and inner nodes are labelled by polyno-mials from IR[X1; : : : ;Xn] of degree at most d, itsleaves are accepting or rejecting. The computa-tion of the d-DT on input (x1; : : : ; xn) 2 IRn con-sists of traversing the tree from the root to a leaf,always choosing the left/middle/right branch ofa node labelled with polynomial g dependent onwhether g(x1; : : : ; xn) is smaller/equal/greaterthan 0.The inputs (x1; : : : ; xn) 2 IRn arriving at ac-cepting leaves form the set S � IRn recognizedby the d-DT .A randomized algebraic decision tree of degreed, a d-RDT , is a �nite collection of d-DT s T�.Such a d-RDT recognizes S � IRn, if, for eachx 2 IRn, at least a fraction of 1 �  of the T�'sclassify x correctly w. r. t. S, for some  2 (0; 12),called the error probability.The depth of T is the maximum depth ofthe T�'s. In case of d = 1 we talk about de-terministic or randomized linear decision trees,

LDT s or RLDT s. In case we do not restrict thedegree of the polynomials but charge for eacharithmetic operation needed to compute themwe talk about deterministic and randomized al-gebraic computation trees, CT s and RCT s (fordetails see [B83]) with the similar notations fordepth (or time).Note that neither the choice of the error prob-ability from (0; 12), nor the complexity measure\maximum depth" are signi�cant. Choosing anyconstant error probability smaller than 12 andreplacing maximum depth by maximum overall expected path lengths, maximum taken overall inputs (\worst case expected time"), onlychanges the complexity of a set S by a constantfactor, see e. g. [M85c]. Also, we note here with-out a proof that the restriction that an RDTconsists of a �nite collection ofDT s can be weak-ened: � 2 IN, e. g., works as well.3 Known Results.The most important results in connection tothis research are the variants of the componentcounting lower bound for deterministic compu-tations: Let L � IRn have q connected compo-nents. Then each LDT for L has depth 
(log(q))[DL75], each d-DT for L has depth 
( log(q)log(d) �n)(can be deduced from [B83]), each CT for L hasdepth 
(log(q)� n) [B83].The last two results heavily depend on Mil-nor's bound on Betti numbers for real algebraicvarieties, thus use deep results from algebraictopology.In order to apply the component countinglower bound one has to count the number of con-nected components of interesting languages.Consider, e. g., the Integer Programming Lan-guage Ln;k = fx 2 IRn;9a 2 f0; : : : ; kgn : xa =2



1g [M85a, M85b]. For each k � 1, the fam-ily fLn;k; n 2 INg, restricted to integer inputs,is NP -complete, for k = 1 this is the famousKnapsack Problem.As shown in [DL78] for k = 1 and in [M85b]for arbitrary k, IRn�Ln;k has (k+1)
(n2) manyconnected components, yielding lower bounds
(n2 log(k + 1)) in the above models. In [M84]it is shown that all these NP -complete prob-lems have polynomial depth LDT s, for their n-dimensional restrictions.A further important example was the Ele-ment Distinctness Problem, with the connectedcomponents bound n!, and therefor lower bound
(n logn).As far as randomizedDT s are concerned muchless is known. In [M85a] it is shown that de-terministic and randomized LDT s, d-DT s, andCT s, resp., are polynomially related. A random-ized lower bound is shown in [M85b] that ex-tends the lower bounds for e. g. the problemsmentioned above to randomized LDT s. (A gapin that proof for the generic case was closed in[GK95].)In [BKL93] it is shown that there are bene-�ts if randomization is used in CT s: Considerthe language f(x; y) 2 IR2n : y is permuta-tion of xg � IR2n. As this language consistsof n! n-dimensional linear subspaces of IR2n, arestriction to an n-dimensional a�ne subspacein general position turns it into a set of n! iso-lated points. Thus its deterministic complexityis 
(n logn) on the above deterministic models.On the other hand, as noted in [BKL93], RCT sneed time O(n) only.

4 New Results.Consider S = Smi=1Hi or S+ = Tmi=1H+i , wherethe Hi's are hyperplanes, and the H+i 's arehalfspaces. S is often called a linear arrange-ment, S+ is a polyhedron. A k-face L of S is ak-dimensional subspace de�ned by intersectingn � k of the Hi's. If L is k-dimensional on theboundary of S+, it is also a k-face of S+.We prove the following lower bound.Main Theorem: Let H1; : : : ;Hm be hyper-planes in IRn, S = Smi=1Hi; S+ = Tmi=1H+i . IfS or S+ has m
(n�k) k-faces and m = (n �k)
(n�k) for some k 2 f1; : : : ; ng, then each d-RDT for S or S+ has depth 
((n� k) log(m)),even if d = m� for su�ciently small � > 0.Thus, in order to get lower bounds, we need Sor S+ to have m
(n) k-faces for some k. This istrue e. g. for all problems mentioned in \previousresults", thus all deterministic results mentionedthere can be turned into randomized ones, inparticular, we get the 
(n2) lower bound for theknapsack problem for d-RDT s, even if d = m�for su�ciently small � > 0.Main Theorem yields directly the followingconcrete applications:Main Corollary Fix degree d = m� for cer-tain small � > 0. Then:(a) Lower bound for the depth of a d-RDT rec-ognizing the Knapsack Problem is 
(n2).(b) Lower bound for the depth of a d-RDT rec-ognizing Element Distinctness Problem is
(n log n).We note also an interesting application of ourmethod towards the �nite set f(x; y) 2 IR2n : yis a permutation of xg � IR2n with the deter-ministic complexity 
(n logn), and with RCT s3



complexity O(n) [BKL93]. Our method appliesalso for this set yielding 
(n logn) lower boundfor d-RDT s.5 Outline of the Lower BoundProofFix a�nely independent hyperplanes Hi = fx 2IRn; aix = big for i = 1; : : : ; n: Let v 2 IRn besuch that Tni=1Hi = fvg.Let A denote the n�n-matrix whose rows area1; : : : ; an. For a polynomial f 2 IR[X1; : : : ;Xn]we consider its expansion with origin v and co-ordinates a1; : : : ; an; f (v;H1;:::;Hn) (Y1; : : : ; Yn) :=f(v + A(Y1; : : : ; Yn)). Denote for brevity g =f (v;H1;:::;Hn) and de�ne the leading term lm(g) asfollows: First take the terms of g with the leastdegree in Yn, then among them with the leastdegree in Yn�1 and so on, till Y1. One could de-scribe lm(g) by means of in�nitesimals (cf., e. g.,[GV88]).Namely for a real closed �eld F (see e. g. [L65])we say that an element " transcendental over F isan in�nitesimal (with respect to F) if 0 < " < afor any element 0 < a 2 F. This uniquelyinduces the order on the �eld F (") of ratio-nal functions and further on the real closuregF(") (see [L65]). Now let "1 > : : : > "n >0 be the elements such that "`+1 is in�nitesi-mal with respect to the real closed �eld ]IR(")for " = ("1; : : : ; "`); 0 � ` < n. Then thesign sgn(g("1; : : : ; "n)) = sgn(lm(g)("1; : : : ; "n))and this property uniquely determines the termlm(g). Actually, one could stick in the arguingbelow with the real numbers 1 = "(0)0 > "(0)1 >: : : > "(0)n > 0 instead of "1; : : : ; "n where "(0)`+1 is\considerably smaller" than "(0)` , 0 � l � n� 1.But then one should specify, what does it mean

\considerably smaller", and it is more convenientto use in�nitesimals.Now �x a family of polynomials f1; : : : ; fs 2IR[X1; : : : ; xn]. By Var(v;H1;:::;Hn)(f1; : : : ; fs)we denote the number of variables amongY1; : : : ; Yn appearing in the leading termslm(f (v;H1;:::;Hn)1 ); : : :, lm(f (v;H1;:::;Hn)s ). For a d-DT T , Var(v;H1 ;:::;Hn)(T ) denotes the maximumof all Var(v;H1;:::;Hn) (f1; : : : ; fs), maximum takenover all f1; : : : ; fs appearing as testing polynomi-als on a path in T . We extend the above de�ni-tion to the case of less hyperplanesH1; : : : ;Hn�kfor some 1 � k � n � 1. Then L = Tn�ki=1 Hi isa k-dimensional a�ne subspace of IRn. For anarbitrary v 2 L we take an (n � k)-dimensionalsubspace U orthogonal to L, with fvg = L \ U .We de�ne Var(v;H1;:::;Hn�k)k (T ) as above, for thepolynomials f1; : : : ; fs restricted to U . The fol-lowing two lemmas imply the lower bound fromour Main Theorem. The following chapters con-tain their proofs.Lemma 1 Let T be a d-RDT (or anRCT ) recognizing L = [n�ki=1 Hi or L+ =\n�ki=1 H+i with error probability  < 12 . ThenV ar(v;H1;:::;Hn�k)(T�) � (1 � 2)2 � (n � k) fora fraction of 1�22�2 of all T�'s.Let us denote IRn+ = f(x1; : : : ; xn) : xi �0; 1 � i � ng and IRn0 = (IR n f0g)n. Lemma1 entails two direct corollaries for both RDT sand RCT s, which give an interesting geometricinterpretation of the depth bounds of Lemma 1.Corollary 1. Any RCT which recognizes IRn+or IRn0 must have the depth greater than or equalto 12 (1� 2)2n.Corollary 2. Any d-RDT which recognizesIRn+ or IRn0 must have the depth greater or equalto 1d (1� 2)2n.4



Let T 0 be an d-DT , and S = [mi=1Hi or S =\mi=1H+i for hyperplanes H1; : : : ;Hm 2 IRn.For a k-face L of S let 1 � i1 < : : : < in�k � mbe the lexicographically smallest sequence of (n�k) indices such that L = Hi1\: : :\Hin�k . Let vLbelong to L but to no lower-dimensional face ofS or S+. We abbreviate Var(vL ;Hi1 ;:::;Hin�k )k (T 0)by Var(vL)(T 0).Lemma 2 Assume that, for some c > 0, thereare at least M k-faces L of S with V ar(vL)k (T 0) �c(n � k). Then the depth t of T 0 ful�ls M �3t �m(1�c)(n�k) � (td)c(n�k).Using these lemmas it is easy to conclude theMain Theorem:Consider d-RDT for S or S+ with error prob-ability  < 12 . S; S+ have N many k-faces.Lemma 1 and elementary counting implies thatthere is � such that T� ful�ls: VarfvLgk (T�) �(1� 2)2(n� k) for (1�22�2 ) �N many k-faces L.Thus Lemma 2 implies the desired 
((n �k) log(m)) lower bound, if N is large as de-manded in the Main Theorem.6 Proof of Lemma 1First observe that it is su�cient to prove thelemma for k = 0 and under the assumption thatv = 0 and the Hi's are de�ned by fx 2 IRn; xi =0g, in other words the expansion (y1; : : : ; yn) `v +A(y1; : : : ; yn) is the identity.Now let the d-RDT (or the RCT ) recognizeTni=1H+i with error probability  < 12 :Consider the points E = ("1; : : : ; "n) andE(+)i = ("1; : : : ; "i�1;�"i; "i+1; : : : ; "n); i =1; : : : ; n. Easy counting yields that there is afraction of (1 � 2)=(2 � 2) of the T�'s thatclassify E and at least (1�2)2n many Ei's cor-rectly. Take one such T� and some io such that

T� classi�es E+io correctly.Denote by f1; : : : ; fs the testing polynomi-als along the path in T� followed by inputE. We claim that Xi0 occurs in one of theleading terms lm(f1); : : : ; lm(fs). Indeed, oth-erwise sgn(f`(E(+)i0 )) = sgn(lm(f`(E(+)i0 ))) =sgn(lm(f`(E))) = sgn(f`(E)); 1 � ` � s, there-fore E(+)i0 satis�es all the tests along the samepath as E, hence the output for E(+)i0 would be\yes", which contradicts to the choice of i0. Thisimplies Lemma 1 for Tni=1H+i .In case of T recognizing Sni=1Hi consider thepoints E(0)i = ("1; : : : ; "i�1; 0; "i+1; : : : ; "n); 1 �i � n and argue as above, replacing E(+)i byE(0)i ; 1 � i � n:7 Proof of Lemma 2To every k-face L de�ned by an intersectionHi1 T : : :THin�k ; i1 < : : : < in�k, see above,with Var(vL)(T 0) � c(n � k), we correspond apath in T 0 with the testing polynomials f1; : : : ; fsfor which Var(vL)(T 0) = Var(vL)(f1; : : : ; fs).By a ag of L we mean the sequence of em-bedded planesHin�k � Hin�k THin�k�1 �Hin�k THin�k�1 THin�k�2 � : : : �THin�k T : : :THi1where i1 < : : : < in�k were yielded above.Our purpose is to label some of these planes inan appropriate way. As a result , a labeled agwould be attached to L. Morever, for a �xed pathin T 0 with the testing polynomials f1; : : : ; fs weorganize the labeled ags attached to all k-facesL which correspond to this path as a regular treeT = T (f1; : : : ; fs) with all the paths of the samelength n� k.We construct the tree T and thereby the la-5



beled ags by induction on the level . The baseof induction. Take L which corresponds to the�xed path (we utilize the introduced above no-tations for the coordinates in a neighbourhoodof vL). If Yn�k (or in other words, hyperplaneHin�k) divides one of f1; : : : ; fs we construct avertex, being a son of the root of the tree T ,mark it with the hyperplane Hin�k and label. IfYn�k does not divide any of f1; : : : ; fs, we donot label this vertex of T . To complete theconstruction of the �rst level of T , we repre-sent the polynomial fj = ~fjY mjn�kLmj;1Hr1 : : :Lmj;pHrp ,1 � j � s as a product for maximal possiblemj;mj;1; : : : ;mj;p where in�k < r1 < : : : < rpand LHr1 ; : : : ;LHrp are all linear polynomialsdetermining hyperplanes Hr1 ; : : : ;Hrp which di-vide fj with the indices r1; : : : ; rp greater thanin�k. We assign to the constructed vertex thepolynomials f (1)j (Z1; : : : ; Zk; Y1; : : : ; Yn�k�1) =efj(Z1; : : : ; Zk; Y1; : : : ; Yn�k�1; 0), 1 � j � s.One could view the polynomial f (1)j as being de-�ned on the hyperplane Hin�k .Observe that the linear polynomialsLHr1 : : :LHrp do not vanish on L (due to thechoice of in�k) and therefore these linear polyno-mials do not vanish at vL, hence the expansionin the coordinates Z1; : : : ; Zk; Y1; : : : ; Yn�k ofLHrl , 1 � l � p contains nonzero constantterm which is thereby its leading term, thuslm(vL)(fj) coincides with lm(vL)( efjY mjn�k) up to aconstant factor. Furthermore, lm(vL)( efjY mjn�k) =lm(vL)( efj)Y mjn�k = lm(vL)(f (1)j )Y mjn�k,1 � j � s,and so the leading term of the new polynomialf (1)j up to a constant factor is obtained fromthe leading term of the former polynomial fjby dividing on Y mjn�k, 1 � j � s. We refer tothis property as the maintenance of the leadingterm. In particular, if the vertex of T under

consideration is not labeled, the leading term ofall the polynomials change only up to constantfactors. If Yn�k occurs in one of lm(vL)(fj),1 � j � s then the vertex is labeled.Notice that all the k-faces with the same �rsthyperplane Hin�k in their ags, correspond tothe constructed vertex ( marked with Hin�k).Remark that the polynomials f (1)j , 1 � j � s donot depend on a particular k-face, but still weexpand them in the coordinates which dependon L (so, vL).Now suppose by induction that ` < n levels ofthe tree T are already constructed. Consider anyvertex w of T at `-th level. To the vertex w leadsto path (partially labeled), whose vertices aremarked successively by the beginning elementsof a agHin�k � Hin�k THin�k�1 � : : : �Hin�k T : : :THin�k�`+1 .Finally, the polynomials f (`)j ; 1 � j � sare assigned to the vertex w. One couldlook at f (`)j ; 1 � j � s as a polynomialrestricted on (n � `)-dimension plane H =Hin�k T : : :THin�k�`+1 .If this is the beginning of the agof a k-face L (we still consider L tokeep the notations), then we can regardf (`)j (Z1; : : : ; Zk; Y1; : : : ; Yn�k�`) ; 1 � j � s asthe polynomials in the �xed coordinates in theneighbourhood of vL. As above we constructa new vertex of T of the level (` + 1), beinga son in T of the vertex under consideration,and mark it with the (n � ` � 1)-dimensionalplane Hin�k T : : :THin�k�`+1 THin�k�` =HTHin�k�` .Represent f (`)j =~f (`)j Y qjn�k�`Lqj;1HTHt1 : : :Lqj;�HTHt� ; 1 � j � sfor the maximal possible qj ; qj;1; : : : ; qj;�6



where in�k�` < t1 < : : : < t� andLHTHt1 ; : : : ;LHTHt� are all the linearpolynomials in the plane H determininghyperplanes HTHt1 ; : : : ;H THt� (in H)which divide f (`)j with the indices t1; : : : ; t�greater than in�k�`. We assign to the con-structed vertex the polynomials f (`+1)j =~f (`)j (Z1; : : : ; Zk; Y1; : : : ; Yn�k�`�1; 0) ; 1 � j � s.One could view the polynomial f (`+1)j as beingde�ned on the plane HTHin�k�` .If qj � 1 for at least one 1 � j � s thenwe label the constructed vertex. As in thebase of the induction we observe that the lin-ear polynomials LHTHt1 ; : : : ;LHTHt� do notvanish on L (due to the choice of in�k�l) andtherefore these linear polynomials do not van-ish at vL, hence the expansion in the coordi-nates Z1; : : : ; Zk; Y1; : : : ; Yn�k�l of LHTHt� , 1 �� � � contains nonzero constant term which isthereby its leading term (with respect to thecoordinates Z1; : : : ; Zk; Y1; : : : ; Yn�k�`). Thus,lm(vL)f (`)j coincides with lm(vL) � ef (l)j Y qjn�k�l�up to a constant factor. Furthermore,lm(vL) � ~f (`)j Y qjn�k�`� = lm(vL) � ~f (`)j � � Y qjn�k�` =lm(vL) �f (`+1)j � Y qjn�k�`; 1 � j � s. So, the lead-ing term of the new polynomial f (`+1)j up toa constant factor is obtained from the leadingterm of the former polynomial f (`)j by dividingon Y qjn�k�`; 1 � j � s. Thus, we have ascer-tained the maintenance property of the leadingterms (see the base of induction). Also the ver-tex is labeled if and only if Yn�k�` occurs in oneof lm(vL) �f (`)j � ; 1 � j � s.This completes the inductive construction ofT . Observe that to each path in T correspondsexactly one k-face represented by a ag markedon the path. Vice versa, by the construction of

T every k-face L which corresponds to the �xedpath of d - DT T 0 with the testing polynomialsf1; : : : ; fs, appears in some leaf of T .Now let us estimate the number of leaves inT . By the assumption of the lemma and dueto the property of the maintenance of the lead-ing terms on each path of T at least c(n � k)vertices are labeled. Observe that in the in-ductive step of the described construction of Tthe constructed vertex (being a son of the ver-tex w of the level `; we utilize the introducedabove notations) which corresponds to the hy-perplane HTHin�k�` (in H) is labeled if andonly if the linear polynomialLHTHin�k�` dividesthe product Q1�j�s f (`)j . Let u1 < : : : < up beall the indices such that LHTHuq divides theproduct Q1�j�s f (`)j ; 1 � q � p. By the ob-served above each labeled son of the vertex wis marked with some Huq0 ; 1 � q0 � p. Sincein the construction of f (`+1)j ; 1 � j � s wedivided by LHTHuq for all q > q0, we con-clude that the degree deg�Q1�j�s f (`+1)j � �deg �Q1�j�s f (`)j ��(p� q0 + 1). Notice that thepolynomials f (`+1)j ; 1 � j � s depend actually onthe particular son of the vertex w, although wedo not reect this in the notations.Besides the labeled sons, any vertex in T couldhave at most m unlabeled sons (in fact, eachunlabeled son is marked with some Hu withu < in�k�`+1, so there are less than m sonsin general, but we stick with a rough bound mwhich su�ces).To estimate the number of leaves in T denoteby M(R;Q;D) the maximal possible number ofleaves in a regular tree (actually, we could stickwith subtrees of T , so they are partially labeled)with the length of any path equal to R, with7



at most Q unlabeled vertices on any path andwith a polynomial of degree less or equal to Dassigned to any vertex (in T we assign the poly-nomial Q1�j�s f (`)j to the vertex w, see the con-struction). Assume w � ` � o � g� that Q � R (ifQ > R then set M(R;Q;D) = 0). Consider-ing such a tree and its subtrees with the rootsbeing the sons of the root of the tree we getthe following inductive inequalityM(R;Q;D) �m�M(R�1; Q�1;D)+P1�p�DM(R�1; Q;D�p) (provided that R > Q, when R = Q wehave M(Q;Q;D) � m � M(Q � 1; Q � 1;D)where the �rst item in the right side relatesthe unlabeled sons of the root and the seconditem relates the labeled sons (see the bound ondeg �Q1�j�s f (`+1)j �). >From this inequality weget a bound (by induction on R) :M(R;Q;D) � mQ DR�Q(R�Q)!�RQ�:Indeed, the right side of the inequality by induc-tive hypothesis does not exceed (provided thatR > Q, when R = Q we have M(Q;Q;D) � mQby induction on Q)mQ DR�Q(R�Q)!�R� 1Q� 1�+ X0�p�D�1mQ pR�Q�1(R�Q� 1)!�R� 1Q �� mQ DR�Q(R�Q)!�R� 1Q� 1�+�R� 1Q � 1(R�Q� 1)! DR�QR�Q!= mQ DR�Q(R�Q)!�RQ�

which was to be shown.Substituting nowR = n� k;Q = (n� k)(1 � c);D = deg( Y1�j�s fj) � sd;we obtain a boundm(n�k)(1�c) (sd)c(n�k)(c(n� k))!2n�k� m(n�k)(1�c)(sd)c(n�k)for the number of leaves in T .So far, we've considered one path of the d-decision tree T 0 (with the testing polynomialsf1; : : : ; fs along this path).Denote by t the depth of T 0 (thus, T 0 has atmost 3t paths). Since each k-face correspondsto a certain path of T 0 (see the beginning of theproof of the lemma), we conclude thatM � 3tm(n�k)(1�c)(td)c(n�k);which proves Lemma 2:8 ApplicationsThere is a number of applications of our methodfor concrete problems (see for examples, e. g.,[B83] or [M85a]). We shall discuss the full listof concrete problems for which our method ap-plies, and the corresponding randomized lowerbounds, in the �nal version of this paper. Herewe give only in Main Corollary, Section 4, theapplications for the Knapsack, and the Ele-ment Distinctness Problems with the random-ized bounds 
(n2) and 
(n logn), respectively.8



9 Conclusion and Open Prob-lemsWe have proven that the known counting lowerbounds for DT s carry over to RDT s for sets be-ing �nite unions of hyperplanes and intersectionsof halfspaces. Two important questions remainopen:� Does our lower bound for RDT s hold alsofor sets of other structure, e. g. �nite lan-guages?Using the method of Example 2 in [BKL93]on polynomial zero-tests we can constructa �nite set of n! points (permutations) inIRn, for which an RDT with degree n (cf.also the restriction on M in Theorem 2)needs a constant time. For RandomizedComputation Trees (RCT s) the above al-gorithm needs depth O(n) and Ben-Or's([B83]) lower bound 
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